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ABSTRACT
Thermal comfort during the summer in the Passivhaus concept relies mainly on natural ventilation to provide indoor cooling. Do airflow modeling tools accurately predict overheating in summer and for anticipated warmer climates? What effect do simplifications of airflow modeling techniques have on the overheating assessment of Passivhaus dwellings? Measured data and a calibrated thermal model are employed in the present study to address this question. The calibrated model is then used to create a standalone building energy model (BEM), a BEM coupled with an airflow network model (AFN), and a BEM coupled with an AFN supported by the wind pressure coefficients obtained from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation. The outcome of each modeling approach was then compared against each other within three different European climates. Results showed that the overheating frequency prediction found with the default design infiltration and natural ventilation inputs commonly used in the literature agreed fairly with those obtained from the AFN + CFD in temperate or colder climates (< 2% difference), but were significantly underestimating overheating in Passivhaus buildings located at warmer climates (9.4% difference). For Passivhaus dwellings in warmer climates, the airflow modeling approach is unlikely to provide for an accurate estimation of the overheating incidence.

PRACTICE RELEVANCE
With overheating becoming a major issue in Europe, the prediction of the indoor thermal performance by using dynamic building simulations became common practice by researchers and practitioners. This study scrutinized the three most common methods of modeling airflow phenomena (BEM, AFN and CFD) when performing building energy simulations. For Passivhaus buildings located in warmer climates, the choice of airflow
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TO CITE THIS ARTICLE:
modeling approach is important to obtain an accurate prediction of overheating. The study found that BEM is unlikely to be suitable for predicting the extent and frequency of overheating in home and warm climates. The AFN + CFD approach provides a more reliable approach for predicting overheating in hot and warm summer climates. For Passivhaus homes in locations with cooler summers, the difference between modeling approaches became mostly insignificant, so the simpler BEM models may be sufficient when performing an overheating analysis in that context.

1. INTRODUCTION

The building sector accounts for approximately 40% of the world's annual energy consumption (Balaras et al. 2005; EIA 2020). Of this, as much as 60–70% of the building energy consumption is for space heating and cooling (Wang 2015). With the goal of providing thermal comfort while reducing the energy demand for heating and cooling, the ‘passive design’ or ‘passive house’ concepts (e.g. optimal building orientation, cross-ventilation, improved insulation, airtight envelope and minimal use of mechanical cooling systems) have been widely adopted for high-performance buildings (Lechner 2014).

This paper investigates the Passivhaus standard, which can reduce the heating needs of buildings by a factor of 10 (Mueller & Berker 2013). The Passivhaus Institut (PHI) set the heating and cooling demand threshold at 15 kWh/m², and five key passive design principles were established: high thermal insulation, an airtight envelope, the elimination of thermal bridges, high-performance windows and ventilation heat recovery (Feist et al. 2007). The application of the Passivhaus standard to newly constructed dwellings is considered an important approach to achieve the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) goal of a 40% reduction in green gas emissions by 2030 (EPBD 2018).

In order to reduce the occurrence of overheating in summer (Figueiredo et al. 2016; Hidalgo et al. 2015; Sameni et al. 2015), higher thermal insulation, external shading and natural ventilation are common strategies that replace the need for conventional mechanical systems (Samuel et al. 2013). In response to the increasing demand for Passivhaus dwellings, research is needed to better understand the strengths, weaknesses and limitations of dynamic building simulations for overheating prediction. Understanding the capabilities and limitations of each modeling approach is essential to create models that are neither too simplistic nor complex.

A significant research gap exists for understanding the effect of different modeling methodologies on the number of overheating hours predicted by dynamic building simulations. As Passivhaus buildings rely on natural ventilation to provide free cooling during the hotter summer days, other modeling approaches need to be considered as options. For example, the airflow network (AFN) model and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can more accurately represent airflow phenomena and may be useful tools.

This paper investigates and compares these different modelling techniques to ascertain the reliability of their overheating predictions. A comparative analysis of different airflow modeling approaches for predicting overheating in Passivhaus dwellings is used to identify the number of overheating hours predicted by the building energy model (BEM), BEM coupled with an AFN, and BEM coupled with an AFN and CFD.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the existing Passivhaus research conducted in European countries (e.g. Portugal, UK, France, Denmark, Sweden, Spain and Italy) to ascertain past and current performance of the Passivhaus standard in relation to overheating. Section 3 describes the methods used: a calibrated thermal model as the basis to create a standalone BEM, BEM coupled with AFN, and BEM coupled with an AFN with the addition of wind pressure coefficients obtained from a CFD simulation. Section 4 presents the results in three different European climates with distinct representations of airflow. Sections 5 discusses
the implications of these findings and notes the variance in the outputs from different modeling approaches. Section 6 concludes by considering their reliability to predict outdoor temperatures during the summer.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature dealing with Passivhaus has primarily explored mainly technological and financial conditions, e.g. economic viability (Audenaert et al. 2008; Badescu 2007), energy performance (Mahdavi & Doppelbauer 2010; Schnieders & Hermelink 2006) and optimal operation (Feist et al. 2005). This research demonstrated the superior energy efficiency that Passivhaus had as compared with standard buildings. Very little attention was initially given to subjects such as the applicability of the standard to different climates, prediction of indoor thermal performance, indoor air quality and resilient design to climate change.

With the development of more intuitive building energy modeling software packages, and the acknowledgment of the energy efficiency of Passivhaus, research interests shifted. Researchers and practitioners started to widely use dynamic building energy simulations to investigate indoor thermal comfort, and the availability of data obtained from the first batch of Passivhaus allowed for the comparison between simulated and measured values. More recently, with growing concern about climate change, experiments have begun investigating the future performance of Passivhaus (Dodoo et al. 2014; McLeod et al. 2013).

Overheating is now commonly observed even in countries with temperate climates (Lomas & Porritt 2017). This identified many European climates, where most of the monitored Passivhaus dwellings built after 2008 are now experiencing increasing occurrence of indoor overheating events. Monitoring studies between 2009 and 2015 have reported Passivhaus buildings are susceptible to overheating during the summer. Hidalgo et al. (2015) performed an overheating analysis using dynamic building simulation for a certified passive building in Spain and observed that the indoor air temperature surpassed 25°C threshold proposed by the Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) during 11.8% of the occupied period. Mlakar & Strancar (2011) analyzed the performance of a passive building located in Slovenia and determined that without strategies such as external shading and night-purge ventilation the building would face indoor temperatures far above 26°C. Similarly, Ridley et al. (2013) monitored the performance of a Passivhaus in London between August 2011 and July 2012 and found that the operative temperature in the living room exceeded the thresholds proposed by the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers’ (CIBSE) Guide A (2006) of 28°C for 123 h and that in the bedroom exceeded 26°C for 43 h during that period.

As a response to the problem, overheating evaluation during the summer through the PHPP became another criterion for certification. Even though the PHPP is a reliable and validated tool for the evaluation of a building’s heating and cooling demand through the use of monthly balance calculations (Charron 2019), these results do not follow the same level of accuracy when predicting the indoor thermal performance. Fletcher et al. (2017) analyzed the overheating frequency calculated with the PHPP against measured values obtained with thermal sensors. They found that while the PHPP estimated only a 5% overheating frequency for the entire household, the sensors in the bedroom and lounge registered overheating frequencies of 51.2% and 20.8%, respectively. Similarly, Finegan et al. (2020) performed a comparative analysis of measured and simulated overheating frequency with the PHPP threshold of 25°C and found that because the PHPP simulation relies on a dwelling average temperature, it estimates an overheating frequency of 0%. However, the measurements indicate that overheating occurred on 69 days in the bedroom and for 10–11 days in other parts of the home.

The typical process for evaluating overheating risks for Passivhaus dwellings with dynamic building simulation entails creating a BEM, selecting an appropriate thermal comfort criterion, and comparing the results obtained from the simulation with the limits and thresholds dictated by the thermal comfort criterion. Although the choice of thermal comfort standard varies from study to study, many designers rely on the standalone BEM. In this standard, ventilation and infiltration rates are reflected as model inputs, even though natural ventilation plays a fundamental role in
the output of the assessment. For example, Figueiredo et al. (2016) used a constant total airflow rate of 0.6/h for each thermal zone throughout the entire summer and concluded that:

summer comfort can be achieved by only resourcing passive improvements, without any active cooling system.

(p. 196)

McLeod et al. (2013) chose an infiltration rate of 0.035 air changes per hour (ACH) and an airflow rate of 30 m³/ per person/h and concluded that:

careful attention must be paid to the design assumptions and assessment criteria used to evaluate future overheating risks.

(p. 206)

In addition, the possibilities of purge ventilation through opening windows were identified as limited or non-existent in urban contexts. Hidalgo et al. (2015) used a total air change rate of 0.7/h during all the summer period to replicate natural ventilation when windows are open, while Němeček & Kalousek (2015) went further and created two ventilation profiles: 4–5/h for overnight ventilation and 0.1/h during the day. Natural ventilation is generally acknowledged as a fundamental system to provide cooling and avoid overheating during the summer, but the airflow modeling method is either not mentioned in the paper or is stated as an input value without justification.

The implementation of more complex airflow modeling approaches has been successfully demonstrated for naturally ventilated buildings (Djunaedy et al. 2003; Schulze & Eicker 2013). There is a significant difference between the assumed base infiltration values and that generated by the AFN. However, the current overheating assessment process for Passivhaus dwellings are still solely based on the BEM.

3. METHODS

The primary objective of this paper is to perform a comparative analysis between different airflow modeling approaches while predicting overheating in Passivhaus dwellings that rely on natural ventilation for cooling during the summer. Specifically, the aim is to identify the difference in the number of overheating hours predicted by the BEM, BEM coupled with an AFN, and BEM coupled with an AFN with the addition of wind pressure coefficients provided by a CFD simulation.

Consequently, the research methods were divided into three stages:

• Model inputs, where all the information regarding the case study and indoor measured data were obtained.

• Building energy simulation, where the model inputs are analyzed and included within each modeling approach to generate results.

• Overheating analysis, where the results of each simulation method are used to analyze overheating, its outcome is compared with each other, and the climate characteristics are analyzed.

The change in airflow modeling approach within the same case study allowed the evaluation of the advantages and shortcomings of each modeling approach for overheating analysis. This may serve as a guideline for the overheating assessment of other models built around similar context and climate.

The Fiorita Passive House was chosen because the Passivhaus building criteria do not change according to climate. A Passivhaus built in Italy will often have a very similar wall R-value, window U-value and solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), and mechanical systems of certified buildings in Germany, Sweden or Portugal. This specific case study also provided cooling through mechanical systems, so the relationship between airflow modeling and overheating hours could be obscured by mechanical cooling. Thus, after calibrating the model according to occupancy schedule and
flat operation, all cooling mechanical systems were omitted leaving natural ventilation as the only source of cooling during the summer for the building during the overheating analysis comparison. After the model adjustment, comparison of the simulation results and the number of overheating hours predicted by each method according to the threshold incidence and temperature defined by the PHPP (Table 1) will provide an indication about whether the assumptions commonly used in thermal model are suitable to adequately predict overheating risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOURS &gt; 25°C</th>
<th>HOURS/YEAR</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15%</td>
<td>&gt; 1314</td>
<td>Catastrophic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–15%</td>
<td>876–1314</td>
<td>Overheating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–10%</td>
<td>438–876</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–5%</td>
<td>175–438</td>
<td>Optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–2%</td>
<td>0–175</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 CASE STUDY BUILDING

This study used the energy model of the Fiorita Passive House, a multi-storey apartment building located within the Mediterranean climate of the city of Cesena, Italy. The monitored apartment is located on the top floor of the building and included the measurement of air temperature (°C), relative humidity (%), CO₂ concentration (ppm) and surface temperature (°C) from 22 April 2016 to 22 April 2017 at an hourly time-step through probes and sensors installed at the master bedroom of the apartment. The monitoring process is more thoroughly explained by Costanzo et al. (2018).

All Fiorita Passivhaus envelope assemblies were built to the PHI certification criteria. The exterior walls have a total corresponding U-value of 0.119 W/m²K, the roof assembly has a total resulting U-value of 0.095 W/m²K, and the triple-glazed windows with a center-of-glass U-value of 0.6 W/m²K. The airtightness of the building was tested according to EN ISO 9972 Standard (ISO, 2015) and the number of ACH for infiltration at 50 Pa was n50= 0.41/h. The building provides all necessary cooling/heating and ventilation through a mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) system, and a centralized variable refrigerant flow (VRF) system served by an air-to-air heat pump.

As a Passivhaus-certified building, all the thermophysical properties of the building façade are fully detailed and publicly available in the building certification granted by the PHI (Lang 2009), and summarized in Table 2.

### 3.2 ENERGY MODEL AND CALIBRATION

The entire building was modeled using Rhino 3D version 6.34, and the analyzed flat simulated with EnergyPlus through the Grasshopper plugins Ladybug and Honeybee (LBT) version 1.1.0 (Roudsari et al. 2013). LBT establishes the possibility of using Rhino 3D as a single platform for both the design and simulation of buildings, providing the full range of building environmental and performance analysis in the parametric platform of Grasshopper. The tool facilitates processes such as creating
thermal zones and assigning programs, construction sets, schedules, and internal loads for each space. While the tool helps users create better models, it also has its limitations such as the inability to model radiant heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), detailed domestic hot water systems, and renewable energy systems. Since all neighboring flats are assumed to have a similar indoor experience, for simplicity they were all added in the model as context geometry and the walls and floors from the simulated flat in contact with these apartments were added as adiabatic surfaces (Figure 1). The analyzed building consists of four thermal zones: living room, kitchen, master bedroom and bathroom.

Given that all the thermophysical properties (conductivity, specific heat, thermal and solar absorptance) of construction materials are specified in the Passivhaus certification, most of the thermal model uncertainty relates to the building operation. An MVHR system with maximum flow rate of 230 m$^3$/h and thermal efficiency of 90% was added in conjunction with a VRF system to keep the indoor temperature within the range of 19–28°C. Occupant behaviors and flat operation schedules (occupancy, lighting and equipment loads, etc.) were based on the US Department of Energy's (DoE) commercial reference buildings (Field et al. 2010) and adapted to the values commonly found in other Passivhaus dwellings studies (Blight & Coley 2013; Tronchin et al. 2018). Typical meteorological year (TMYx) weather data for the municipality of Forli, with hourly weather data available through 2018, were used in all calibration simulations for a better representation of a recent TMYx scenario in Italy (Lawrie & Crawley 2020).

The entire model, including all material parameters, occupant behavior and HVAC systems, were tested and calibrated by comparing the simulated hourly air temperature results with measured hourly data obtained with sensors located in the master bedroom. Figure 2 shows the calibration results for the summer and shoulder seasons (23 April–14 October 2016), which demonstrates fairly accurate accordance with the measured temperatures.
To further confirm the efficacy of the calibration process, both the daily difference between the maximum and minimum temperatures and the root mean squared error (RMSE) were performed for the entire duration of the simulation. Figure 3 provides a visualization of the output difference between the measured and simulated data, where a maximum difference reported (grey area) is 1.89°C for the entire simulated period. The RMSE study showed an average error of 0.948°C, implying that the model is reliably representative of the case study.

![Figure 3: Daily maximum and minimum temperature difference between the simulated and measured data.](image)

### 3.3 THERMAL MODEL, AIRFLOW NETWORK MODEL AND CFD ANALYSIS

To accurately measure the impact of airflow modeling when performing an overheating assessment, the calibrated thermal model was then modified to remove all mechanical systems. In this scenario, it represents a free-running building where natural ventilation is the only source of cooling. By performing the analysis of thermal model in this way, the natural airflow modeling is emphasized and the results of the study become more applicable for other Passivhaus buildings with varying mechanical systems. As the thermal model is only based on heat balance principles, the inputs of design airflow rates are required. For infiltration, the value obtained from the blower door test of 0.41 ACH was used as default value, while 2.5 ACH was used for ventilation with a windows opening temperature set at 22°C, which is a value commonly used in building simulations (Consoli et al. 2017).

To simulate some form dynamic airflow rates in the thermal model, EnergyPlus relies on empirical models defined as functions of the temperature and the wind speed in relation to the design value inputted by the modeler:

\[
\text{Infiltration} = (I_d)(F_i)\left[A + B(\Delta T) + C(w) + D(w^2)\right] \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Ventilation} = (V_d)(F_v)\left[A + B(\Delta T) + C(w) + D(w^2)\right] \tag{2}
\]

where \(I_d\) and \(V_d\) are the design rates for infiltration and ventilation, respectively; \(F_i\) is the fraction of airflow rate in relation to the design value, which can also be used to simulate demand-controlled ventilation if connected to the fractional occupancy schedule of the room; \(A, B, C\) and \(D\) are the coefficient terms that weight temperature and wind speed influence on the airflow; \(\Delta T\) is the temperature difference between the indoor and the outdoor; and \(w\) is wind speed.

In contrast to the thermal model, the AFN model can dynamically simulate airflow every time-step by calculating the total pressure difference between two air nodes. First, the pressure of each node is calculated according to equation (3), and then by applying the Bernoulli’s equation for each air flow linkage, the total pressure difference including the static and dynamic pressures as well as the influence of stack effect is calculated (EnergyPlus 2021):

\[
m_i = C_i \rho \frac{\Delta P_i}{\mu} \tag{3}
\]

where \(m_i\) is the air mass flow rate; \(\mu\) is air viscosity; \(\Delta P_i\) is pressure difference; and \(C_i\) is the flow coefficient.
As the AFN model uses the same multi-zone nodes created by the thermal model to perform these calculations, coupling between the thermal model and the AFN model can be easily incorporated into the building simulation workflow. However, its inclusion adds another layer of uncertainty to the model: occupant behaviors for window opening and closing as well as other input parameters, e.g. flow exponent, leakage area, discharge coefficient and wind pressure coefficients ($C_p$). Flow exponent and discharge coefficient are parameters that have a clear range of accepted values [0.5–0.75] (de Wit 2002). Additionally, single-sided and buoyancy-driven natural ventilation strategies were used and the windows control strategy has been modeled according to the temperature difference between the zone indoors and outdoors ($T_{in} > T_{out}$). For infiltration and wind pressure coefficients, both the Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre (AIVC) and the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers’ (ASHRAE) Fundamentals Handbook 2001 provide effective leakage area (ELA) and façade wind pressure data for rectangular low-rise buildings with flat or pitched roofs and without any kind of wind-blocking elements (Orme & Leksmono 2002; Owen 2001). To reflect infiltration, the total area of each façade element of the building is multiplied by the ELA and then inputted into EnergyPlus to represent the relationship between pressure, airflow and building façade.

The AFN model can accurately calculate airflow according to a window’s size, opening conditions, and location, wind availability and wind direction, due to the utilization of the default wind pressure coefficients. However, both the shape of the building and the presence of wind-blocking elements around the studied building are not taken into consideration in the base AFN model.

Directly coupling between BEM and CFD model was thoroughly studied (Zhai & Chen 2005). Nevertheless, the computational difficulties associated with the complex nature of CFD simulation can act as a deterrent. An alternative is to use CFD as an enhancement to the AFN model by supplying wind pressure coefficients more applicable to the geometry and surrounding context of the case study.

In this study, the area surrounding the Fiorita Passive House was modeled for a CFD analysis with Eddy3D version 0.3.8.0 (Figure 4), a Grasshopper plugin that serves as a user interface for the simulation engine BlueCFD based on the open-source CFD project OpenFOAM (Jasak 2009). The computational domain was created based on the recommendations labeled by Franke et al. (2007) and according to the findings of Costanzo et al. (2019), setting the domain dimensions to $300 \times 245 \times 70 \text{ m}^3$ and a mesh size with 1,588,322 elements. The inlet local wind speed in all CFD analysis of this study were estimated according to equation (4) by applying terrain roughness and height corrections to the yearly average wind speed data obtained from the TMYx weather data for the municipality of Forli (Lawrie & Crawley 2020). While BlueCFD offers a variety of turbulence models, the re-normalization group (RNG) $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model proposed by Yakhot & Smith (1992) was used in this study due to its accuracy and computational efficiency. This can be represented as:

$$U_H = U_{met} \left( \frac{\delta_{met}}{H_{met}} \right)^{\frac{H}{\delta}}$$

where $U_H$ and $U_{met}$ are the corrected and weather data wind speeds; $\delta$ and $\delta_{met}$ are the wind boundary layer thickness for the building local context and meteorological station; and $\alpha$ and $\alpha_{met}$ are the exponent for the local building terrain and meteorological station.

To account for the pressure caused by different wind directions, wind angles were simulated in a 45° interval (from 0 to 180°) and were used to calculate the pressure coefficient on each external façade. The $C_p$ values obtained from the simulation were averaged for each façade area and then connected to their corresponding external air node as an input on the AFN model in EnergyPlus. These simulated $C_p$ values (in contrast to those assumed on the baseline AFN) do account for the building’s geometry, façade orientation and presence of wind-blocking elements around the analysed building when calculating airflow.
4. OVERHEATING RESULTS AND THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CLIMATES

This section examines the choice between all three modeling techniques: (1) a standalone thermal model with the specification of airflow rate (BEM), (2) a thermal model integrated with an AFN, and (3) a thermal model integrated with an AFN containing more representative wind pressure coefficients obtained by a CFD simulation. The three approaches were compared in terms of simulation outputs, overheating hours and overheating incidence according to the PHPP overheating criteria. All dynamic energy model runs were performed on three different climates using TMYx weather files for Forli in Italy, London in the UK and Helsinki in Finland (Lawrie & Crawley 2020).

4.1 MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE SIMULATION RESULTS

The Mediterranean climate of Italy has very hot, dry summers and, for this study, will serve as a representation for the warmer climates within Europe. Figure 5 shows the average daily operative temperature (left) and air change rate (right) predicted with each modeling technique. Overall, the model with AFN and CFD values yielded the highest daily indoor operative temperatures and lowest ACH rates. This was already expected since all openings in the studied apartment were located on the east façade, which is shielded by an adjacent building that reduces the potential of natural ventilation. Even without accounting for the neighboring buildings, the AFN model yielded closer results to those obtained with CFD (RMSE = 0.83°C) than the standalone thermal model (RMSE = 1.77°C). This suggests that whenever possible, it is recommended that the thermal model is used with AFN when performing an overheating analysis in warmer climates. If the only interest is to observe the indoor thermal performance or overheating trends of the building, and not to assess the number of overheating hours, then the thermal model alone may provide an easy and fast tool to perform the simple temperature analysis.

The thermal model severely underestimated the number of overheating hours due to the overestimation of natural ventilation cooling potential. Both the AFN model and AFN model with CFD found fairly similar overheating hours results. This suggests that whenever the more
complex CFD analysis of the building surroundings cannot be used, the AFN (coupled with BEM) is a relatively accurate alternative. Nevertheless, the thermal model in conjunction with the assumed design values underestimated the number of overheating hours by 39%. This yields a significant difference when analyzing the total incidence of overheating throughout the year. Although all three airflow modeling methods identify ‘overheating’ results as defined by the PHPP criteria, a significant difference can be found in the results. Table 3 shows the number of overheating hours and incidence of overheating obtained with each modeling technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OVERHEATING ASSESSMENT (PHPP—25°C)</th>
<th>NUMBER OF OVERHEATING HOURS</th>
<th>INCIDENCE OF OVERHEATING (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEM</td>
<td>1293</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFN model</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFN model with CFD</td>
<td>2119</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 TEMPERATE CLIMATE SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation for the temperate climate of the UK, which has mildly warm and wet summers, reveals a similar pattern to the Mediterranean climate simulation results (Figure 6). The standalone thermal model continued to yield the lowest indoor temperatures while continuously having higher ACH in the bedroom. This suggests that even in climates with historically lower summer outdoor temperatures, using more accurate methods of modeling airflow has a measurable impact on the outcome of dynamic simulations.

As there is a significant difference in the number of overheating hours obtained between the CFD and BEM models (35.6% underestimation), both the temperature gap and incidence of overheating obtained by using the thermal model (RMSE = 1.39°C and 3.6% overheating) and AFN model (RMSE = 0.56°C and 4.8% overheating) was lower compared with the more complex CFD model (Table 4). This can be explained by two factors: (1) the lower outdoor temperatures mean overheating becomes less of an issue and natural ventilation plays a minor role on providing cooling to the building; and (2) the lower temperature of the wind allows for a higher effective reduction of the overall number of overheating hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OVERHEATING ASSESSMENT (PHPP—25°C)</th>
<th>NUMBER OF OVERHEATING HOURS</th>
<th>INCIDENCE OF OVERHEATING (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEM</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFN model</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFN model with CFD</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Number of overheating hours for the Passivhaus in Italy.
Note: AFN = airflow network model; BEM = building energy model; CFD = computational fluid dynamics; and PHPP = Passive House Planning Package.

Table 4: Number of overheating hours for the Passivhaus in the UK.
Note: AFN = airflow network model; BEM = building energy model; CFD = computational fluid dynamics; and PHPP = Passive House Planning Package.

Figure 6: Master bedroom air temperature (left) and air changes per hour (right) in the UK.
4.3 BOREAL CLIMATE SIMULATION RESULTS

The last climate to be tested is the cooler climate encountered around the Scandinavian region, characterized by its short, mild and rainy summers. This third study makes clear that while there still is a difference in the results obtained by the three airflow modeling approaches, these are relatively minor compared with the results obtained at warmer climates (Figure 7). In this case, compared with the CFD results, the AFN model performed similarly to the temperate climate of London (RMSE = 0.56°C), but there was still an improvement in the thermal model results (RMSE = 0.80°C). This demonstrates that when the outdoor temperature is lower, the thermal model performs closer to the AFN plus CFD.

The difference in the number of overheating hours and incidence also sustained a substantial reduction, with the difference between the BEM and CFD models decreasing to 22.7% (Table 5), while the difference in overheating incidence was negligible. In this type of climate, all three modeling approaches would correctly categorize the building as a ‘not overheating’ Passivhaus, the simpler BEM can be used instead of more complex airflow modeling approaches without compromising the overheating assessment result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OVERHEATING ASSESSMENT (PHPP—25°C)</th>
<th>NUMBER OF OVERHEATING HOURS</th>
<th>INCIDENCE OF OVERHEATING (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEM</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFN model</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFN model with CFD</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION

Dynamic building simulations are established as the tool for overheating analysis. The authors analysed various types of dynamic energy modeling to better understand how different modeling approaches can affect the number of overheating hours of a building. The simulation demonstrated that as the building becomes more reliant on natural ventilation, the choice of modeling airflow technique becomes more important. When simulated using Italy’s weather file with default design infiltration and ventilation values, the number of overheating hours predicted for the Fiorita Passive House was severely underestimated due to the overestimation of natural ventilation cooling potential. This was indicated by the higher number of ACH and lower indoor temperature. In the BEM, the window opening size and orientation in respect to the wind direction, and the existence of wind-blocking elements around the studied building are not considered. While it is true that in BEM airflow is simplified to a single user input, model uncertainty is also reduced due to the lower number of necessary inputs. To accurately simulate infiltration and ventilation in the AFN, it is necessary to include precise information on building envelope airtightness conditions (wall cracks, leakage areas, etc.), discharge coefficient, flow exponent values, and, of course, the wind pressure coefficients. These conditions can be more precisely calculated with CFD. Nevertheless,
the variance of results by using BEM as the sole airflow modeling tool decreased as the climate gets colder. For buildings in cooler climates (e.g., Scandinavia) that do not rely as much on natural ventilation or mechanical cooling systems, the simplistic BEM can still provide results in line with what is found using either AFN or AFN plus CFD. However, for buildings in warmer climates that rely on natural ventilation, the large variation in the output emphasizes the need for a more detailed analysis of the airflow in building simulations. In this context, the BEM method may not accurately assess the overheating risks.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Practitioners need to predict with confidence whether and to what extent a building design will overheat in summer. This is particularly vital for assessing the thermal performance of a Passive House design in summer—for both present and future climatic conditions. According to the conducted literature review, the effect of different airflow modeling approaches on the overheating assessment results of Passivhaus was identified as not yet fully addressed by current literature.

This investigation developed a more detailed understanding the influence of airflow modeling method on the number of predicted overheating hours. The results for warmer climates revealed a significant variation between different modelling techniques: the simplified airflow of the thermal model and the dynamically calculated multizone airflow provided by the airflow network model coupled with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies. The simplified thermal model reported fewer overheating hours (39%) and overheating frequency (9.4%) compared with the multizone airflow model coupled with CFD. Thus, the specification of air change rates based on the volume of the room does not represent the realistic airflow in buildings. A simplified thermal model with generic values is not able to accurately predict the extent of summer overheating in warm climates. For buildings that rely on natural ventilation for its thermal comfort, the use of simplified building energy model (BEM) model can lead to inaccurate assessment of the overheating risk for the building due to a lack of consideration of the actual geometry or surroundings which influence air flow.

Although this research studied the effect of different simulation tools on the results of the overheating assessment in Passivhaus buildings, some aspects warrant further study. First, this study is limited to the overheating assessment criteria proposed by the Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) for Passivhaus certification. There is a clear European focus in this study and more work needs to be done on a wider global range of climate settings. Further work needs to determine if this phenomenon is accurate for free running Passivhaus buildings that use natural ventilation as the main form of removing heat. Model uncertainty, primarily the uncertainty related to the airflow network model (AFN) and CFD simulations also need to be considered for more reliable results. Finally, to solidify conclusions regarding the importance of the CFD analysis when performing an assessment of overheating risk, more case studies are necessary to understand the role of the CFD simulations when modeling airflow within different urban, suburban and rural contexts.
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